47% of the available food supply is wasted by retail and consumers.

€400 million of food wasted in Dutch supermarkets.

MILLION OF FOOD WASTED IN DUTCH SUPERMARKETS.
THE SOLUTION

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

WIN-WIN-WIN

A CONSCIOUS CHOICE

AFGEPRIJSD: WHAT IS THAT?

UNIQUE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES
KOOP ONS NU, NU HET NOG KAN!

- INNOCENT APPLE & BERRY JUICE: €9,99
- ARGENTIJNSE HAMBURGERS: €9,99
- GRANNY SMITH APPELS: €9,99
- AH MAROKKAANSE COUSCOUS: €9,99
- MINDER VERSPIELLEN, MEER BESPAREN

Download de app voor extra voordelen

BONUS BONUS

AH Pitloze rode druiven
AH Mango
NOFOODWASTED B.V.
AUGUST DE VOCHT
AUGUST.DEVOCHT@NOFOODWASTED.COM
WWW.NOFOODWASTED.COM

+31859021113
QUESTIONS?